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Considerations relating to the application of water mist as a safety measure. December 2013 

(Ir E.W. Worm, former Safety Officer of the Dutch State owned road tunnels) 

 

Summary 

The following considerations are the author's personal opinion to the constantly surfacing discussion on 

the application of water mist as the solution to the safety problem in (road) tunnels. For any application, 

the Dutch Minister of Transport set two preconditions, which, when applied, in any case will have to be 

met. It concerns the issue related to the so-called proven / non proven technology and cost 

effectiveness / proportionality. The examination shows that application of water mist in the Dutch 

situation, with one-way traffic and longitudinal ventilation, together with the other usual safety features 

appears to be not the obvious solution, even if proven / non proven technology discussion would be 

considered as solved. It appears in the majority of cases, water mist has either little impact or does not 

add value because the situation without water mist already meets, or, even if water mist provides a 

substantial impact, but it is still  insufficient to meet the social risk requirement. Reducing escape door 

distances, reducing the risk of traffic congestion and influencing the quantity of transport of dangerous 

substances appear to be much more efficient and effective, in the case when at first the risk norms are 

not met, to comply with the risk norms. Only when these three parameters cannot be influenced 

sufficiently, a possible application of water mist appears as a possible safety solution (footnote 1). 

An entire other discussion arises when the (life) safety itself is not the problem, but availability problems 

play a key role. Then  economic considerations could lead to choosing such a solution. In that specific 

situation however,   the application of water mist should not be labeled as a safety measure. 

 

Introduction 

Since the end of the last century, tunnel safety is a heavily debated item in the construction and 

renovation of  tunnels and similar structures, especially because of the large tunnel disasters in the Alps 

(ref. 1999 Mont Blanc and Tauern, Gotthard 2001). 

As with many (fire) incidents, after one or several similar incidents the discussions burst out regarding 

applicability and suitability of safety requirements and measures, as well as on the methods and 

methodology on which the requirements are based. Then similarly attention also focusses on the 

enforcement and (whether taken or not, or incorrectly distributed) responsibilities of parties involved in 

the design, construction and management phases. The position that AHJ’s (Authorities Having 

Jurisdiction) / regulators and owners / facilitators take, will preferably be a defensive one: the regulatory 

burden and costs to show compliance to the rules should be limited. The position of the emergency 

response will often be more offensive, even linked to an ultimatum: there should be more features, 

otherwise a certain level of service and care can no longer be guaranteed. The AHJ’s, responsible for 

public order and safety, then struggle with the question as to whether or not it was  justified to provide 
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a construction license or license for use for that specific tunnel. The supply and construction industry 

may show a diverse, split, character. The established order might show a defensive position: the applied 

methods and installed measures and systems were in compliance, but lacked maintenance due to cost 

savings, or the incident at hand showed exceptional proportions. Other industries might choose to be 

more offensive, often supported by research: innovations must now be given a chance. Evidently, 

experts from different positions will provide contradictory arguments and proofs. 

The discussion regarding the application of water mist has all the elements of the above scenario. 

Discussions on the application of active fixed firefighting systems, particularly water mist, are conducted 

worldwide. Despite only incidental applications of water mist in tunnels, enormous pressure is put on 

designers, contractors, owners, emergency response services, financing institutes, and governments, 

through a bombardment with arguments on the necessity to apply such a system. But not everything is 

clear in the mist discussions. 

Following all discussions on the application of water mist in tunnels near Roermond and Swalmen in the 

A73 highway, and especially around the tunnel in the A2 highway near Leidsche Rijn, in 2010 the Dutch 

Minister of Transport formulated two important prerequisites regarding the possible application of 

additional (not explicitly required by law) safety measures such as water mist. It concerns (1) the status 

of proven / non proven technology and (2) cost-effectiveness / proportionality (footnote 2). These are 

defined in the currently applicable Dutch Tunnel Law: RARVW (ref. Article 4, Paragraph 2) (footnote 3). 

In the following, therefore, a number of issues is identified, which should be kept in mind when we talk 

about proven / non proven technology and cost effectiveness / proportionality in relation to water mist 

(footnote 4). In addition, it does not seem unreasonable to put the discussion on the application of 

water mist in the broad context of the entire tunnel safety issue. From time to time, here and there, it 

seems to be forgotten that a sufficient level of safety can be established in several, different, ways. 

Simply stacking measures on top of each other, should not be a goal in itself. 

 

Definitions 

Before discussing the matter in more detail, it is necessary to define what is understood with the  terms 

commonly used in the discussions. Discussions are difficult enough and they are certainly not easier, 

when also different interpretations of definitions are circulating. 

Hereafter we give it a try. 

Proven technology: 

As the term expresses  technology that has been proven. But what was proved, under what conditions, 

by whom was the evidence established, where, how and how often? 
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On the internet several definitions can be found. In general, there appears to be a certain consensus in 

the next 9 steps, defined as Technology Readiness Levels (TRL): 

TRL 1: Description of the basic principle 

TRL 2: Description of the technological concept and / or application 

TRL 3: Analytical and experimental evidence for the functioning of the concept 

TRL 4: Component validation in a test arrangement in a laboratory environment 

TRL 5: Component validation in a test arrangement in a relevant environment 

TRL 6: Demonstration of a model or prototype in a relevant environment 

TRL 7: Demonstration of model or prototype in an operational environment 

TRL 8: System ready and qualified by means of tests and demonstrations 

TRL 9: The system has proven itself through a relevant number of successful operations 

Efficiency: 

The efficiency represents the ratio between a given amount of resources (financial, personnel and 

equipment) and the output realized with this amount . The larger the output, the more efficient the 

process of realization. 

Or: 

The efficiency represents the ratio between a given output and the resources (financial, personnel and 

equipment) that are necessary for obtaining the output. The fewer the resources, the more efficient the 

process of realization. 

Effectiveness: 

The effectiveness represents the degree to which the stated objective is achieved. 

Cost effectiveness: 

The cost effectiveness represents the degree to which the stated objective is achieved , given the 

associated resources  (financial, personnel and equipment). 

Or: 

The cost effectiveness gives, given the achieved objective, the magnitude of the associated resources  

(financial, personnel and equipment). 
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Safety Effectiveness: 

The safety effectiveness reflects the degree to which the stated safety improvement is achieved. 

The higher the cost-effectiveness and the safety-effectiveness , the better the use  of resources. With 

these two concepts in further considerations, the concept of proportionality is thus adequately covered 

and not further addressed hereafter. 

 

Tunnel safety in a nutshell 

Assessing tunnel safety is all about finding the balance between the four basic considerations: 

 Avoid unsafe situations and reduce the probability of unsafe situations (pro action and 

prevention) 

 Should an unsafe situation occur nonetheless, do not allow it to extend (mitigation) 

 Should a dangerous situation arise, that cannot be limited sufficiently, enable safe evacuation of 

the end-users (self-rescue) 

 Ensure that assistance can be provided (emergency response) 

 

The above balance may be achieved in different ways, by technical and organizational measures. 

Ultimately, in the chosen solution: 

 The necessary technical measures should be applied 

 they  should  operate reliably 

 and the organizations of the operator  and emergency  services should be  able to perform their 

tasks. 

 

European / Dutch tunnel safety 

The aforementioned tunnel disasters in the Alps have led to the drafting of an EU directive (EU Directive 

No. 2004/54/EC), in which the basic compliance requirements are set for tunnels in the Trans-European 

Network (so-called TEN tunnels). The minimum requirements set out in this Directive are clearly a 

compromise between countries, some of which were well advanced in tunnel safety and some 

countries, where there was / is a (large) delay in this area. The Netherlands unquestionably  belonged to 

the countries where a significantly higher safety level was present. 

A "strict " translation of the Directive into Dutch legislation would therefore have meant that the safety 

of the Dutch tunnels would have decreased. This was seen as unacceptable and the consequence is that 

a number of requirements in the Dutch law is made more strict than the EU directive requires. 
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The actual differences concern the following aspects: 

 The regulation is not only applicable to the so-called TEN tunnels (tunnels in the Trans European 

Network), but for  all tunnels, irrespective of ownership 

 In contrast to the EU directive (longer than 500m), the Dutch regulations hold for road tunnels 

longer than 250m 

 (Almost) exclusively unidirectional traffic in tunnel tubes (footnote 5) 

 Mandatory counseling by an expert, being the so called Cie. Tunnel Safety ( Expired in 2013) 

 Control center for tunnels longer than 500m (instead of 3000m) 

 Mechanical ventilation in tunnels longer than 500m (instead of 1000m) 

 Distance between the emergency  exit doors <250m (instead of 500m) 

 Distance between the fire extinguishing connections <100m (instead of 250m) 

 

Dutch legislation is thus not more severe, but a continuation  of the state of the art thinking on tunnel 

safety in the Netherlands at the time of  writing  the law. 

For the Dutch state owned road tunnels the aforementioned policy has been implemented (June 2013) 

by formulating a mandatory standard package of measures according to the law and regulations    in this 

area (WARVW and RARVW).  With this package, not including  water mist or sprinkler, almost always all 

requirements of the regulations are met. Check of compliance is done by means of a quantitative risk 

analysis. 

 

Relationship tunnel safety and road safety 

Tunnel safety can be seen as a special area within the field of road safety. Table 1 below gives an idea of 

the size of this area within the safety domain 

Period  Traffic fatalities On highways 

1996-2001  ca. 6000 ˂ 15% 

2001-2006 ca. 5000 ˂ 15% 

2006-2011 ca.4000  ˂ 15% 

2011  661 ˂ 15%, in tunnels ˂ 1% 

 Table 1: Relationship tunnel-safety 

 

Here, the impression might be created, that an attempt is done to bagatelle the issue of tunnel safety, 

but that is explicitly not the case. The overview does indicate the fact that road tunnel  safety  in the 

Netherlands is apparently not that bad state, on the contrary! It underlines the above-mentioned Dutch 

tunnel safety approach. It therefore will take much  effort  to convince the author to invest still  more in 

still more safety measures in  tunnels. The law of reduced return on investment does not require any 

further scientific argument here. 
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Fire as a disaster scenario for tunnels 

Fire in an enclosed structure like a tunnel has all the elements to become a hellish drama. Refer to e.g. 

the consequences of the fires in the subway tunnel Baku (1995 Azerbaijan), Mont Blanc Tunnel (1999 

France / Italy), Tauern Tunnel (1999 Austria), Gotthard Tunnel (2001 Switzerland) and many others. 

The combination of extremely high temperatures, the production of smoke and other harmful gases and 

the possible presence of many people, not being familiar with the local situation, creates a dangerous 

mix. Limited evacuation opportunities, inadequate behavior of tunnel users and limited opportunities 

for emergency response service to quickly and effectively assist and intervene, do not improve the 

dangerous situation. 

Users and the tunnel construction itself, may thus be damaged severely. 

 

The basic principle of the Dutch philosophy for road tunnel safety is based on the application of one-way 

traffic in combination with longitudinal ventilation. In a normal traffic situation this means that  in case 

of a fire, the traffic upstream is stopped and people upstream are safeguarded from exposure to smoke 

and heat through longitudinal ventilation. 

However: due to the enormous increase in traffic intensity, there is an increased risk of traffic 

congestions (footnote 6), which in case of fire upstream, suddenly makes the use of longitudinal 

ventilation not evident anymore. Especially in those cases a fire can have disastrous consequences for 

the people downstream of the fire. 

It therefore seems obvious that all reasonable efforts are made to  deal with such situations. But here 

immediately starts the discussion: what is reasonably possible? Advocates  of the topic of discussion in 

this story will be quick to present the answer to the above question: an active firefighting system, or in 

particular: water mist. 

Application of water mist may have following advantages (footnote 7): 

 A usually small starting fire is easy to control and in several cases  even to be extinguished, so 

that fire growth is avoided 

 In category A tunnels (transport bulk LPG allowed) thus the probability of a warm BLEVE 

(footnote 8) is significantly reduced 

 The risk of fire spread to other vehicles is significantly reduced 

 The structure might be protected against further damage 

 Downstream of the accident, the tenability conditions for large fires (except pool fires) are 

positively affected 

 In  case of fires in the tail of a traffic jam, road users downstream get  the opportunity to escape 

from the dangerous situation, because the tenability conditions do not significantly deteriorate 
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(longer fire development time and thus longer evacuation time available). It should however  be 

kept  in mind that situations first get worse before they get better. Indeed, there is fire! 

 The possibilities to come close to  the fire is significantly better 

Looking at all those arguments  many may be wondering why such a system is not applied in all tunnels. 

That now is entirely related with the status of proven / non proven technology and cost as mentioned in 

the introduction. 

 

Water mist as part of the overall safety concept 

Water mist should be assigned to the category of active  firefighting measures. This means that the 

system  only under certain conditions switches into operational status. Application has long been 

common practice in the shipping and offshore industry. Research regarding  the application in tunnels, 

confirms many of the above mentioned advantages of the system but not all (footnote 9). To the 

opinion of the author, it may nevertheless be said that water mist as such, if not already now, then 

certainly in the short term, will have passed through all the steps of the proven technology definition. 

Water mist cannot, however operate of its own account. It is linked to a method of activation, which in 

turn would be coupled to the one or other method of detection. And it is precisely this combination of 

detection, activation and effective extinguishing, that ultimately determines the effectiveness of the 

water mist system. As far as the author is aware, the coherence, reliability and functionality of the entire 

sequence has  never been studied satisfactorily up to now and all tests publically available are based 

solely on the activation by the researchers themselves. 

If one wants to talk about a proven technology of the system as a whole, it is indeed this entire 

sequence of activation, detection and operation, that has to be investigated to meet the relevant 

requirements. For that  some work still has to be done at least. 

Research in that field  should among others include the following: 

 How does the integrated detection, activation and extinguishing system respond? 

 Does it concern a fully automated system, and if so, on what built-in default values? (One or 

more temperature limits, time lag between detection and activation, otherwise?) 

 Or does it include n human/manual actions, and, if so, based on which considerations? 

 Do the right sections be activated? 

 Will  the system be activated, while people (evacuating) are still present in the tunnel? 

 If yes, to what extent does this affect the evacuation process? 

 Is there any realistic evidence? 

 What is the risk of activation of the system, when this is not at all desirable? 

The boundary condition formulated by the Minister with respect to the proven / unproven technology 

seems to be quite right. Nevertheless undoubtedly a moment will arise  that  a water mist system as a 
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whole (i.e. system and detection and activation) justifiably can be said to be  a  proven technology 

(footnote 10). 

But even if the above will be answered entirely to the satisfaction of everyone, applying water mist still 

is not evident. In the authors view comments on the application of the system do not concern primarily 

the proven technology status, but mainly refer to the second formulated boundary condition: the cost 

effectiveness. 

Let's go into more detail with the following example. 

Given is a fictitious tunnel of 2000m long, of which 1600m horizontally, with three lanes in each 

direction / tunnel tube; it concerns a so-called Category A; 40 million vehicles / year in two directions, 

14% goods/freight transport, 1% buses. 

The fictitious tunnel is equipped with the standard safety measures as defined in the RWS standard. 

What is the effect of a possible application of water mist in this example? 

The effects of water mist are put into the context of the safety chain in Table 2. 

Safety Chain Phase Influence application WMS  Important parameter 

pro action and 
prevention 

 

No difference. Probabilities of an accident are not 
affected by WMS, except for the (unknown) 
probability that a water mist system unwantedly 
activates startup and thus has a negative 
influence! ) 

 

None 

mitigation 

 

Improvement as a result of fire control / fire 
extinguishment, reducing the probability of a hot 
BLEVE; reducing probability of flashover / fire 
spread 

 

The larger the fire load 
and the amount of 
hazardous substances, 
the more useful the 
WMS 
 

Self-rescue Especially in case of fire near the tail of a traffic 
jam, improvement of the tenability conditions may 
be possible allowing for longer evacuation times 

 

The larger the probability 
of stopped  traffic and 
the distance between the 
exit doors, the more 
useful the WMS 

 

emergency 
response 

Better possibilities to get close to the fire. Less 

(secondary) damage 

Amount of damage 

Table 2: Influence of water mist on the different phases of the safety chain 

Three variables seem eminently decisive when analyzing  the safety situation. In particular we have to 

regard here as a result of a traffic jam the locked up tunnel users  downstream of a fire (as a result of a 
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ignited hazardous substance) who are at risk (depending on the distances to be bridged to the 

emergency exits ). 

For this tunnel therefore calculations have been carried out with the model “ QRA tunnels 2.0” (footnote 

11) for situations with and without WMS, in which the probability of  congestion (high and low), the 

quantity of dangerous goods (medium and high) and the distances between the emergency exits (small 

100m and up to 250m) are varied. 

The above QRA model is considered to be very conservative, which means that in reality numbers may 

not be that unfavorable. 

The following Table 3 summarizes the different situations, and the results in terms of so-called f-N 

curves (8 in total) are shown in Figure 1. 

 Distance between the 
emergency exits  

Dangerous goods  Traffic jam frequencies 

Variant 1 100m average (A2) low 

Variant 2 100m average (A2) high 

Variant 3 100m high (A15) low 

Variant 4 100m high (A15) high 

Variant 5 250m average (A2) low 

Variant 6 250m average (A2) high 

Variant 7 250m high (A15) low 

Variant 8 250m high (A15) high 

Table 3: Summary QRA model variants with and without WMS 

For the detailed calculation, see Annex 1. 

Variant 1            Variant 2 
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Variant 3           Variant 4 

 

Variant 5            Variant 6 

 

 

Variant 7           Variant 8 

 

Figure 1: f-N curves – social risk per km/year (frequency as a function of the number of fatalities) for 8 

variants: red line indicates the standard/norm; blue line the situation without WMS, and the yellow line 

with WMS. 
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From the analysis the following conclusions can be drawn: (see also Annex 1) 

 In a tunnel with small distances between the emergency exits (100m in variants 1 up to 4) water 

mist has very little effect on the social  risk! The exception concerns variant 2, where in the area 

between 10 and 100 victims there is a significant influence, but the variant without the use of 

water mist already meets / complies with the standard / norm. 

 In a tunnel with small distances between the emergency exits (100m) and a high percentage of 

hazardous goods ,  there are situations in the case of traffic jams (variants 3 and 4) in which the 

social  risk is too high. Application of WMS shows no solution however , i.e. no significant effect! 

 In a tunnel with maximum distances between the emergency exits (250m) and low congestion 

frequency (variants 5 and 7) it turns out that  with an average quantity of dangerous goods  

(variant 5) there is  a substantial effect of WMS. A situation however where a solution  without  

WMS already meets  the standard. For larger quantities of dangerous goods  (variant 7) the 

standard is exceeded and again application of WMS does not offer a solution for the exceeded 

risk. ! 

 In a tunnel with maximum distances between the emergency exits  (250m) and high congestion 

frequency, the social  risk is exceeded in the case of high quantities of dangerous goods (version 

8). Application of WMS shows a strong reduction factor, but does not turn out to be  the 

solution to the problem!(still too high social risk) 

 In a tunnel with maximum distances between  the emergency exits (250m) and high congestion 

frequency in combination with an average amount of dangerous goods (version 6), the social 

risk standard is exceeded if  only the standard safety measures are applied. Application of WMS 

shows a strong reduction in the social  risk  and compliance with  the standard. 

 

Formulated in another way: 

 In tunnels where we can keep small distances between the emergency exits  (immersed tunnels 

and land tunnels) WMS has little added value to safety! There is a very low safety effectiveness 

(see definition). 

 In tunnels with large emergency exit distances (generally for bored tunnels) WMS provides a 

substantial contribution to the reduction of the social risk (except in variant 7). In situations  

with average quantities of hazardous goods  and low risk of congestion, the system is not 

needed to meet the standard for social  risk. In the case of a high proportion of dangerous goods  

regardless of congestion, the application of the system is not enough to comply with the 

standard. Despite a high safety effectiveness, the system is not necessary (variant 5) or it 

ultimately cannot yield satisfactory results (variant 8) 

Water mist thus turns out to be not such a natural and obvious solution to a tunnel safety problem and 

apparently leads to rather nuanced views elsewhere. Also given the limited applications so far, while 

being discussed heavily for more than 10 years. Many years of discussion on this subject within PIARC 

(footnote 12), where tunnel experts meet from around the world has so far not led to a clear position. 
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The following Table 4 gives an overview of systems used until 2012, as far as known to the author. That 

statement may contain a single mistake, but the general trend it is undeniably recognizable: WMS is 

sparsely used in road tunnels until now. 

Country Number of  
tunnels longer 
than 500m 

Tunnels with 
watermist 

Remarks  

The Netherlands 35 2 Test projects Swalmen and Roermond in 
the A73 highway 

England 20 2 Tyne tunnel (Toll tunnel; water crossing. 
Not based on safety but economic 
considerations: potential loss of 
infrastructure) 
M25 Dartford tunnel. (Toll tunnel; water 
crossing ).  

Sweden 8 2 Tegelbacken tunnel 
Klara tunnel (vulnerable buildings on top 
of the tunnel) 

Switzerland 200 km tunnel none  

Norway 1055 none (2 classic 
sprinkler) 

Valreng tunnel 
Flojfell tunnel 

Spain 405 2 M30 Madrid 
Vielha tunnel: 5200m long; two-way 
traffic three lanes. Emergency exits every 
400m. 

Belgium  19 none  

Germany 350 none(one in 
compressed air foam) 

Pörzberg tunnel Thüringen 

France 100 1 Double stock tunnel A86 ring Parijs; free 
height 2.55m (see details in main text) 

Austria 150 2 Felbertauern tunnel (see details in main 
text) 
Mona Lisa tunnel (two way traffic; 
longitudinal ventilation; traffic lights 
directly outside of the tunnel; highly 
frequent congestion inside the tunnel), 
supplier Aquasys. 

Finland  1 Service tunnel in Helsinki (2000m); car 
park linked to it, as well as a service 
tunnel for adjacent shops 

Italy  1 A22 Virgolo tunnel near Bolzano 

Table 4: Summary WMS applications in road tunnels 

The final conclusion then is that WMS is not a good solution? No, definitely not.  

There is a good possibility that it may bring added value, but that will be difficult to find in Dutch tunnels 

that equipped with the required safety standard measures,  have a safety level, that is already well 

above the EU minimum requirements. As mentioned before, a sufficient level of safety can be reached 

in several ways. With the Dutch “standard measures package”, which does not include water mist, 

almost always all requirements of the regulations are met. Where this is not the case, managing  the 
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main factors of influence  (distance between the emergency exits , quantity of dangerous goods and 

probability of congestion) is  the preferred improvement option. 

Regarding the distance between the emergency exits , in the Netherlands it has been the standard 

already for long  in immersed and land tunnels to apply a distance of approximately 100m. In the new 

2013 RWS standard, this distance has even been set as an upper bound ( belonging to the standard 

equipment package). For bored tunnels the maximum is 250m. Compared to the EU directive, in which 

the upper bound for this distance has been set at 500m regardless the kind of road tunnel, this 

represents a significant increase in safety levels and consequently a largely reduced attractiveness of 

WMS as an additional safety measure. Obviously a small distance between the emergency exits  does 

not  provide sufficient guarantees in itself. If necessary the emergency exits indeed should be used.  For 

rapid evacuation therefore specific requirements (footnote 13) for the tunnel system are implemented 

regarding: 

 Automatic preparation of the escape tube  or cross connection for evacuation, when traffic  

alarms indicate fire 

 Alerting the tunnel operator 

 The operator immediately preparing the tunnel in the state of calamity, when detecting 

incidents with fire, dangerous goods , severe collision, multiple collision or suspicion about it  

 An automatic activation in case of no or late response of the operator 

 The operator immediately preparing the tunnel in the state of evacuation in  case of fire or 

release of dangerous goods  or suspicion about it  and 

 Giving evacuation instructions immediately  via the speaker system  

 The emergency exit doors always being unlocked 

Regarding the quantity of dangerous goods  the use of the category classification for the transport of 

dangerous goods is the possibility to be influenced  (for an overview reference is made to Annex 3). 

The policy of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment is focused on the Dutch highways always 

being available for all transport of dangerous goods . Application of this policy means that in those 

specific cases influencing this  main influence factor (quantity of dangerous goods) is not on the agenda 

and consequently, in the tunnels under consideration, the distance between the escape doors  and the 

probability of traffic congestion are the remaining head targets to be influenced. 

This then concerns land tunnels, which are classified in category A and where not any  restriction 

applies. (the tunnels Roermond and Swalmen in the A73, the A2 tunnel Maastricht, the Schiphol tunnel 

and the tunnel in the Leidsche Rijn A2). 

The only exception in this  general policy for the main road network applies to the transport of 

flammable gases through underwater tunnels. This exception does not so much apply to safety in the 

strict meaning of the word (the use of the tunnel and the risk for road users, in the case such transport 

would lead to a fire and / or explosion). A social  risk analysis addressing exactly that particular aspect, 

shows that transport of flammable gases might be permitted: refer to the f-N curves of the variants 1 

and 2. However, this is more  an economic consideration. As a consequence of an explosion, evidently 
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the river crossing would be out of order for many years if not completely destroyed, which is considered 

to be unacceptable. This therefore concerns availability and economy, rather than safety (of road users). 

Other tunnels in the main road network are classified in category C (Annex 3) 
An even more strict approach towards limitation of dangerous goods can be found in tunnels of 
Category D and E (Annex 3).  
 
Regarding the probability of congestion it seems obvious to try to  limit the traffic jam frequency. This 

can be achieved with the upstream Motorway Traffic Management System (MTM) or downstream of the 

tunnel using physical space (more traffic lanes) (footnote 14). The idea behind is that  the tail of a traffic 

jam is avoided to grow into  the tunnel. These solutions are relatively easy to achieve and also greatly 

reduce the attractiveness for a much more complex WMS. Traffic control equipment is required in all 

cases and is  already there  (MTM), or the investment and maintenance for it are negligible in 

comparison to that of WMS. 

However, there are cases where WMS might be an interesting option: 

• In situations where it is not possible (anymore) from cost perspective to decrease the distance 

between the escape doors. For sure in existing  bored tunnels with cross-connections (like some Dutch 

tunnels), reducing the  distance is an almost impossible task in Dutch soil conditions. For new tunnels it 

is an attractive solution either due to the very high costs of realizing them. The variants 5 / 8 in Table 2 

in this context show a good picture of the situation regarding the Westerschelde tunnel (escape doors 

every 250m) (footnote 16). Variant 7 and 8 show a very unlikely perspective for this tunnel with respect 

to the (extremely large) transport of dangerous goods ; variants 5 and 6 provide a more realistic future 

situation. Variant 5 shows that there are little concerns in the case of low traffic jam frequency. The 

social risk curve remains well within the norm and application of WMS - although having a substantial 

positive impact - is simply superfluous. With increasing frequencies of traffic jams however, (variant 6), 

the norm is exceeded and now we see that the application of WMS makes it possible to comply with the 

standard. Again if the frequency for traffic jams can be reduced, this is by far the preferred and cheapest 

solution, but in the case this is not possible WMS could be considered as an alternative. 

Furthermore, WMS has shown to be interesting  in some special cases, e.g.: 

• The Felbertauern tunnel in Austria.  

This concerns a two-way traffic tunnel with a length of 5300m, initially without emergency exits (in the 

Netherlands this is not allowed!). To meet the EU directive, this tunnel is now equipped with the 

required emergency exits, where  tunnel users can escape through a venting area above the road 

(suspended ceiling) via a staircase and once up there, escape in longitudinal direction. Generally 

seeming accepted that transverse ventilation might not be sufficient to cope with the large amounts of 

smoke in large truck fires in this case the application of water mist is chosen to limit the total fire size 

and so contributing to the fire protection of the ceiling, which allows for a safe evacuation route for 

tunnel users. This reveals a cost-effective solution for a safety problem: note that the costs associated 

with an additional separate evacuation tunnel, with cross-passages each 500m to the main tunnel would 

have been considerably more expensive. 
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Figure 2: Cross section Felbertauerntunnel Austria 

• The tunnel in the A86 in the 2nd ring to Paris.  

This concerns a double-deck tunnel 10,000m long only for light vehicles . The designer has managed to 

keep the ceiling height limited to 2.55 m in this solution. In case of a fire have relying on smoke 

stratification is impossible. With a view to allow for direct intervention additional requirements were 

put on limiting smoke production to prevent filling the entire tunnel in the blink of an eye with smoke. 

Because there is no benefit from stratification, de-stratification as a risk due to application of water 

mist, can be ignored. Moreover it is a toll tunnel which means that closure due to fire damage has major 

financial implications to the tunnel operator. Water mist was not prescribed, but was applied  at own 

request of the operator (Cofiroute). The operator had to ask permission (almost the opposite of the 

obligation to apply water mist). Water mist in this case fulfills economical requirements, which in itself is 

ok, but if not explained properly, leads to incorrect and diverging safety discussions.  

 

 Figure 3: Cross section double tunnel A86 Paris 

In the two examples mentioned above, economic considerations have emerged apart from  the safety 

considerations. This may be stretched a bit further towards a purely economic consideration. Thus, in 

situations where safety is basically well regulated, the question might arise as  how to safeguard the 
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availability of the tunnel. In such a situation (partly applicable to the A86 in Paris), the question may  rise 

on the consequences of non-availability of a tunnel as a result of a catastrophic fire or explosion.  

For the Netherlands the governmental policy on the transport of dangerous goods through  underwater 

tunnels f.i. provides answers to these questions. Flammable gases are unacceptable in underwater 

tunnels, because damage or even collapse of the tunnel would cause an economic disruption of 

proportions of many years.  

In that case, safety is not the main driver any more, but economy.  

Indeed, one can estimate what the loss of a tunnel (entirely or partially) means in terms of direct and 

indirect costs  to the society. Similarly, the contribution of water mist to the reduction of the probability 

of these consequences can be approximated. Establishing the investment  and maintenance costs of a 

water mist system, allows comparison to the expected savings in tunnel loss. When extended over the 

lifecycle of the tunnel such analysis reveals if the investment in water mist makes sense or not. 

In this respect, reference is made to the economic consideration that is made  for the tunnel A2 

Leidsche Rijn. This study indicates that WMS is not cost effective (footnote 17). 

Finally the question arises, whether  savings are possible on the standard measures , when applying 
water mist. 
 In terms of prevention (reference is made to Table 1), water mist has no influence, hence no savings are 
possible.  
Looking at mitigation, where water mist generally has a positive influence on controlling the fire size, 
the question arises  whether or not passive fire protection could  be left, and e.g. also hand 
extinguishers for the tunnel users.  
Which tunnel manager or owner however, would trade the reliable passive and ever-present heat-

resistant cladding against the active, but not 100% certain WMS system? Which manager will rely 

entirely on water mist and leave out extinguishing tools for the road user? 

Considering self-rescue, water mist in generally provides longer times to escape (despite negative effects 

on stratification), possibly allowing for longer distances between escape doors, within the legal 

framework. (Generally <250m, in particular when it concerns new land and underwater tunnels ≤ 100m) 

All in all, there appears to be little opportunity for saving and consequently WMS needs to be 

considered as an additional measure. 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 
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Discussions on water mist will probably continue. To the opinion of the author it is not so much the 

difference in opinion about the benefits of the system, but much more how to judge situations in which 

the system can provide substantial added value. 

In the Dutch situation with its high level of basic measures in most cases WMS will provide little added 

value regarding  increasing the safety level (low safety- and cost-effectiveness). 

Where necessary to raise the level obtained with the basic measures, it is much more obvious to first try 

to analyze the distance between the emergency exits, the possibility to influence the amount of 

dangerous goods  and / or to reduce the  probability of traffic jams. Only when these options are not 

available, water mist may have added value.  
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Footnotes 

1 Assuming for the sake of argument in this article, that a large number of questions following application of such a system are not yet solved.   

2 Letter VENW/DGMO/82 Minister I&M dated 25 March 2010 to the Parliament  . 

3 Art. 4 part 2Rarvw:  The tunnel operator may, as a result of risk analyses, as meant in part 1, decide to apply additional measures, only with 

proven technology and with cost effective and proportional measures. 

4 The motivation does not aim at the technical aspects and questions associated with watermist, but focusses on the boundary conditions as 

put forward by the Minister, limiting to road tunnels. 

5 Building Decree art.6.45: 

part 2: In a road tunnel tube, bi-directional traffic is forbidden.  

part 3: Deviating from part 2 bi-directional traffic is only allowed in the case it can be shown that in relation to physical, geographical 

or traffic circumstances, unidirectional traffic is not possible and a safe bidirectional traffic  can be assured with sufficient safety 

measures.  

6  In the discussion, traffic jams are often disputed, leading to confusion in the case the definition is not clear. Also slow traffic (25<v<50 km/h 

over at least 2 km) is a traffic jam in the eyes of the Dutch  Traffic Information Service (VID,  Verkeers Informatie Dienst) also a traffic jam. For 

the discussed problem here however it’s not a problem per definition.   

7 These should be available in the case of full proven technology. 

8 Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion 

9  - Evaluation fixed firefighting systems in road tunnels, TNO-report 2007-D-R0594/B, September 2008;  

  - Effects of water mist on real large tunnel fires: experimental determination of BLEVE-risk and tenability during growth and suppression; 

Efectis Nederland Report 2008-Efectis-R0425, June 2008; 

  - Measures for fire safety in category A tunnels and tunnels with high probability of traffic jams, TNO-report 2008-D-R0880/B, September 

2008;  

  - Solit 2 Scientific report of the Solit 2 research project; prepared by the Solit 2 consortium;  

  - Water mist in road tunnels - State of knowledge and provisional assessment elements regarding their use. CETU June 2010 

10 In the discussions water mist and water mist system (WMS) are mixed. In itself not an issue, as long as one realizes that a good functioning 

system always  comprises a cooperating water mist installation, and detection and activation.  

11 Integral part of the new 2013 legislation.  

12 Permanent International Association of Road Congresses. Technical Committee on Road Tunnel Operation. 

13 Annex 3 belonging to Art 6a of the Regulation additional rules  safety of road tunnels, par. 1.2 Calamities.  Articles 4,6,7. 

14 System specification RWS tunnel system K.17 

15  New development in Japan with oval and “square” TBM’s could resolve this disadvantage, opening up the advantages of immersed and 

land-tunnels.   

16  Note: the presented graphs apply to the specific situation of the WST, besides conservative assumptions in the risk model, an additional 

conservative approach, because the WST has two (i.s.o. 3) lanes per tube. This obviously influences the number of victims.  

17 Large truck fire in tunnel A2 Leidsche Rijn. Risks,  damage and cost effectiveness of measures, July 27 2010.  
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Annex 1: Calculating the effects of water mist (WMS) on the social  risk1 

Explanation 
To obtain an impression of the effect of application of a water mist system (WMS) in terms of  the 
number of victims, calculations were made with the Dutch calculation tool “QRA tunnels 2.0”. 
We have chosen a tunnel with two tubes,  three lanes each and a length of 2000m, of which 1600m 

horizontally. The traffic volume per tunnel is 20 million vehicles per year (total of 40 million vehicles per 

year for the entire tunnel), of which 14% heavy goods and 1% buses. For other fixed input values refer to 

the end of this Annex. 

Variables that have a large influence on the risk, include: 

• the probability that the tunnel is filled up substantially with stationary traffic, (velocity <25 km / h) as a 

result of a problem downstream of the tunnel; 

• the number of transports of dangerous goods ; 

• the distance between the emergency exits.  

At the lower limit the number of times the tunnel fills with stationary traffic due to a problem 

downstream of the tunnel is assumed to be once every 10 days during peak times and 1 per 100 days 

outside peak. For the upper limit 5 times per day during rush hour and 1 time per day outside rush hour 

are assumed. For the transport of dangerous goods an average assumption is made based on the 

situation with an average number of transports of dangerous goods , as applicable to the A2 near 

Utrecht (Oudenrijn-exit 7, Oog in Al) and a situation with an extreme high number of transports, as 

applicable on the A15 near Rotterdam (Rotterdam Charlois-Vaanplein). 

For the distance between the emergency exits, a distance of 100m as lower limit is used (which is widely 

used in immersed tunnels and land  tunnels  in general). For the upper value,  250m is taken (the 

maximum distance of the Dutch Building Decree 2003). 

This leads to a total of 8 variants, according to the table below. 

 Distance between the 
emergency exits  

Dangerous goods  Traffic jam frequencies 

Variant 1 100m average (A2) low 

Variant 2 100m average (A2) high 

Variant 3 100m high (A15) low 

Variant 4 100m high (A15) high 

Variant 5 250m average (A2) low 

Variant 6 250m average (A2) high 

Variant 7 250m high (A15) low 

Variant 8 250m high (A15) high 

Table A: Summary considered QRA model variants with and without WMS 

                                                           
1
 these calculations couldn’t have been made without the essential delivery of data by ing. R. Mante; head of the 

Centre for Tunnel Safety at RWS; the Netherlands 
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For each of the above-mentioned 8 types, the calculation is carried out for the situation with and 

without the influence of the WMS. WMS is thereby taken into account as follows: 

The effectiveness of an automatic fire extinguishing system among others depends on the correct 

detection, the availability of water, the starting of the pumps, the opening of the appropriate valves and 

the like. For the sprinkler system of tunnels in the Betuwe link is calculated that the reliability of the 

system is 95%, that’s to say in 95% of the cases the system does what it should do. In the situation that 

the system does what it should do, it is not yet certain that the fire is always kept under control. So the 

effectiveness of the system is less than 95%. In the calculations, however, is counted with an 

effectiveness of 95%. 

This means that we assume that when the system is working properly (in 95% of cases), all fires will be 

effectively (100%) controlled. 

The situation with WMS is calculated  in QRA-tunnels by increasing the probability of extinguishing the 

fire respectively by changing the default values for extinguishing probabilities.  In a situation without 

WMS these are the chances that a starting fire is extinguished by the road users before it can develop to 

a large fire.  In a situation with WMS these fire chances of course are considerably increased by the 

quenching effect of the system. The adaptation of these default values is according to Table B. 

 

 

Probability of extinguishment Default-value (situation 
without WMS) 

Adjusted value 
(situation with WMS) 

Probability of extinguishment  of a slowly 
developing (malfunction) fire with a car 
(p_blus_auto) 

0,25 0,95 

Probability of extinguishment  of a slowly 
developing (malfunction) fire with a truck or 
bus (p_blus_vracht) 

0,1 0,95 

Probability of extinguishment  of a quickly 
developing (casualty) fire with a car(p_b-
snel_auto) 

0 0,95 

Probability of extinguishment  of a quickly 
developing (casualty) fire with a truck or a 
bus (p_bsnel_vracht) 

0 0,95 

Probability of extinguishment  of a fire with 
flammable liquids (p_b_snel_LF) 

0 0  

Probability of extinguishment  of a fire with 
flammable gases (p_b_snel_GF) 

0 0 

Table B: Effect applying water mist on the probability of extinguishing the fire, as input variable 

In other words this means that the WMS is assumed to suppress the fire in 95% of the cases so that no 

casualties occur (apart from the victims as a direct consequence of the incident). 
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This means that in 95% of the cases: 

• The WMS is enabled in time (shortly after the start of the fire, so the fire does not grow); 
• The appropriate sections of the WMS are enabled (if the wrong sections are enabled WMS has no 
effect); 
• WMS functions so effectively that no additional casualties occur (in addition to the fatalities directly   
involved in the incident). 
 
By increasing the probability of extinguishment, in the QRA tunnel model, automatically the probability 

of a hot BLEVE is reduced. 

The assumed effectiveness of the WMS (95%) does not seem unreasonably low; rather optimistically 

high. In practice, the WMS has to be initiated either automatically or manually by the tunnel operator. 

Both options take time, and it is still questionable as to whether or not the system is in operation quickly 

enough. This apart from the question if initiating should be done only after road users are already in a 

safe position, because activating the system will definitely destroy any smoke stratification, with all 

associated negative consequences.  

Additionally, this assumption does not take into account a possible application of the wrong sections or 

not completely extinguishing a fire with solid combustibles, as a result of which poor tenability 

conditions occur locally. 

The only fire scenarios not assuming the 95% (but still with the default value 0%) concern fires with 

flammable liquids (pool fires) and with flammable gases (torch/jet fire). A pool fire may indeed be 

extinguished with WMS, but because this fire develops very rapidly, there will already be lethal 

conditions during the first few minutes of the fire, both in the pool and downstream of it. For fires 

involving flammable gases, it may also be assumed that these occur so quickly that all the victims occur 

prior to the WMS extinguishing or controlling the fire. 

The possible effect of WMS on reducing fatalities in incidents involving discharges of toxic liquids are not 
included, because: 
• This effect is unknown; 
• Toxic substances are not detected in the tunnel and cannot visually be observed directly (via the 
cameras by the operator), reducing the likelihood that WMS is activated in time (if the timely activation 
of WMS indeed would have a positive effect); 
• The proportion of toxic substances in the total number of transports of dangerous goods through the 
tunnel is very low (to date). 
 

Results 
The results in terms of so-called f-N curves (8 in total) are shown in the Figures below. The social risk 
variants (frequency of N or more victims, as a function of the number of victims N) are indicated per km 
tunnel tube per year. 
The threshold / required value (red line) is consistent with the safety standard in the new WARVW (in 

effect since mid-2013) and is given as follows: 0.1 / N2 per kilometer tunnel per year. 

The blue line indicates the situation WITHOUT WMS and the yellow lines WITH WMS. 
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Variant 1: Distance between the emergency exits 100m, average proportion of dangerous goods; low probability 

traffic jam  
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Variant 2: Distance between the emergency exits 100m; average proportion of dangerous goods, high probability 

traffic jam  
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Variant 3: Distance between the emergency exits 100m, high proportion of dangerous goods; low probability traffic 

jam 
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Variant 4: Distance between the emergency exits 100m, high proportion of dangerous goods, high probability 

traffic jam 
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Variant 5: Distance between the emergency exits 250m, average proportion of dangerous goods; low probability 

traffic jam 
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Variant 6: Distance between the emergency exits 250m; average proportion of dangerous goods , high probability 

traffic jam 
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Variant 7: Distance between the emergency exits 250m, high proportion of dangerous goods ;  low probability 

traffic jam 
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Variant 8: Distance between the emergency exits 250m, high proportion of dangerous goods, high probability 

traffic jam 
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Summary of results 

The results of the calculations are summarized in Table C below. 

 Distance 

between 

the 

emergency 

exits  

Dangerous 

goods 

Traffic jam 

frequencies 

Complies to 
standard 
without 

WMS (Y/N) 

Complies 
to standard 
with WMS 

(Y/N) 

Significant 
effect WMS 

on social risk 
(Y/N) 

Variant 1 100m average (A2) low Y Y N 

Variant 2 100m average (A2) high Y Y (Y) 

Variant 3 100m high (A15) low N N N 

Variant 4 100m high (A15) high N N N 

Variant 5 250m average (A2) low Y Y Y 

Variant 6 250m average (A2) high N Y Y 

Variant 7 250m high (A15) low N N N 

Variant 8 250m high (A15) high N N Y 

Table C: Summary of results 

 

Conclusions 

 In a tunnel with small distances between the emergency exits (100m in variants 1 up to 4) water 

mist has very little effect on the social risk! The exception concerns variant 2, where in the area 

between 10 and 100 victims there is a significant influence, but the variant without the use of 

water mist already meets / complies with the standard / norm. 

 In a tunnel with small distances between the emergency exits (100m) and a high percentage of 

dangerous goods ,  there are situations in the case of traffic jam file (variants 3 and 4) in which 

the social risk is too high. Application of WMS shows however no solution, i.e. no significant 

effect! 

 In a tunnel with maximum distances between the emergency exits (250m) and low congestion 

frequency (variants 5 and 7) and with an average quantity of dangerous goods (variant 5), a 

substantial effect of WMS is apparent, but again the situation without applying WMS already 

complies with the standard. For larger quantities of dangerous goods (variant 7), the standard is 

exceeded, and again application of WMS offers no beneficial effect on the social risk! 
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 In a tunnel with maximum distances between the emergency exits (250m) and high congestion 

frequency, the social risk is exceeded in the case of high quantities of dangerous goods (variant  

8). Application of WMS shows a strong reduction factor, but does still not result in compliance 

with the standard and therefore is not the solution to the problem! 

 In a tunnel with maximum distances between the emergency exits (250m) and high congestion 

frequency in combination with an average amount of dangerous goods (version 6), the social 

risk standard is exceeded, in the case only the standard safety measures are applied. Application 

of WMS shows a strong reduction in the social risk group, and compliance to the standard. 

 WMS especially appears to have a positive effect mainly in cases with large distances between 

the emergency exits  and / or high risk of traffic jams in the tunnel due to problems 

downstream. The aforementioned positive effect decreases as the proportion of dangerous 

goods increases.  Dangerous goods have a large influence on the social risk, while WMS does not 

sufficiently reduce this risk  except the probability of a hot BLEVE. 
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Annex 2 Input Values: tunnel example 

 

Unless otherwise specified, the default values according the  “QRA tunnels model” are used. 

 

QRA tunnels 2.0 input per tunnel tube 

Value   Description 

2000   entire tunnel length [m] 

1600   length horizontal section tunnel [m] 

200   length downward section tunnel tube [m] 

200   length upward section tunnel tube length [m] 

100  distance between the emergency exits for Variants 1/4 [m] 

250   distance between the emergency exits for Variants 5/ 8 [m] 

2   number of tubes 

3   number of lanes per tunnel tube 

1   number of emergency lanes per tunnel tube 

15   tunnel width [m] 

 

4   average number of rush hours per day in the tunnel tube 

8   average number of 'night' hours  per day in the tunnel tube 

12   hours per day not “rush hour or night” 

20E +06  tunnel tube traffic intensity [number of vehicles / year] 

5000   average traffic volume in the tube at rush hour [number of vehicles / hour] 

1000   average traffic volume in the tube per night hour [number of vehicles / hour] 

100   cars average speed [km / h] 

80   average speed buses and trucks [km / h] 
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1.5   average number of passengers in a  car 

1   average number of passengers in a truck 

22   average number of passengers in a bus 

0.85   fraction cars during "rush hour", "day" and "night" 

0.14   fraction trucks during "rush hour", "day" and "night" 

0.01   fraction buses during "rush hour", "day" and "night" 

 

11079 number (full) tanker trucks with category LF1 (flammable liquid hazard class 1) per year 

in the tunnel tube  in Variants 1, 2, 5 and 6 

43147   ditto, in Variants 3, 4, 7 and 8 

13672  number (full) tanker trucks with category LF2 (flammable liquid hazard class 1) per year 

in the tunnel tube  in Variants 1, 2, 5 and 6 

82143   ditto, in Variants 3, 4, 7 and 8 

128  number (full) tanker trucks with toxic liquid (LT) per year in the tunnel tube in Variants 

1, 2, 5 and 6 

6290   ditto, in Variants 3, 4, 7 and 8 

1582  number (full) pressure tanks with flammable liquefied gas (GF) per year in the tunnel 

tube in Variants 1, 2, 5 and 6 

15819   ditto, in Variants 3, 4, 7 and 8 

0  number (full) pressure tanks with toxic liquefied gas (GT) per year in the tunnel tube in 

Variants 1, 2, 5 and 6 

551   ditto, in Variants 3, 4, 7 and 8 

0   number of trucks loaded with explosives (E) per year in the tunnel tube (all variants) 

 

1  an operator (in control) monitoring the tunnel? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

1   is a longitudinal ventilation system available? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

1   is a HF and / or speaker system present? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

1   is heat-resistant cladding present? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 
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1   are the fire extinguishers present? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

1  are road users able to alarm (emergency telephone in emergency station, and / or 

mobile phone possible)? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

1   is a speed detection system present? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

1   is temperature detection available? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

0   is CO measurement available? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

1   is visibility measurement available? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

250   distance between visibility measurements [m] 

1   is there an emergency button for the operator? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

1   is closing of the tunnel tube possible (with traffic light and barrier)? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

300 the distance between the place where the tunnel tube is closed and the entrance of the 

tunnel tube [m] 

1   are the escape doors always unlocked? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

0   is ventilation system controlled by speed detection? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

1   is ventilation system controlled by fire detection? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

1   is the ventilation system activated when using emergency button? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

1  is the traffic tube closed when using the emergency button? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

4   capacity of the sewage [m3/min] 

 

0.1   the number of times (per day) that traffic comes to a standstill in variant 1, 3, 5 and 7 

during the rush hours 

5  the number of times (per day) that traffic comes to a standstill in variant 2, 4, 6 and 8 

during the rush hours 

0.01  the number of times (per day) that traffic comes to a standstill in variant 1, 3, 5 and 7 

during the "Day" period 

1  the number of times (per day) that traffic comes to a standstill in variant 2, 4, 6 and 8 

during the "Day" period 
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0  the number of times (per day) that (almost) stationary traffic in the tunnel occurs during 

the period 'night' 

5   maximum time to build up a traffic jam downstream in the tunnel [min] 

3   number of lanes on which a traffic jam downstream can build up in the tunnel 

 

5.0E-06  malfunction frequency for all parts and all day periods [1/vehicle-km] 

1.0E-06  only material damage (UMS) frequency all parts and all day periods [1/ vehicle-km] 

1.0E-07  injury accident frequency all parts and all day periods [1/ vehicle-km] 

2E-08   frequency vehicle fires all parts and all day periods [1/ vehicle-km] 

 

0.25  probability of extinguishing a slow (malfunction) fire involving a passenger car without 

WMS 

0.95   probability of extinguishing a slow (malfunction) fire with a passenger car with WMS 

0.1   probability of extinguishing a slow (malfunction) fire with a truck or bus without WMS 

0.95   probability of extinguishing a slow (malfunction) fire with a truck or bus with WMS 

0   probability of extinguishing a fast (casualty) fire with a passenger car without WMS 

0.95   probability of extinguishing a fast (casualty) fire with a passenger car with WMS 

0  probability of extinguishing a fast (casualty) with a fire truck or bus without WMS 

0.95  probability of extinguishing a fast (casualty) fire with a truck or bus with WMS 

0   probability of extinguishing a fire with flammable liquids with and without WMS 

0   probability of extinguishing a fire with flammable gases with and without WMS 
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Annex 3: Tunnels and dangerous goods2  

According to the international ADR treaty, the following categories are being used.    

Tunnel category A;  No limitations 
Tunnel category B: Limitations for dangerous goods, enabling a big explosion 
Tunnel category C: Limitations for dangerous goods, enabling a large explosion, and release 

of toxic gases/liquids 
Tunnel category D: Limitations for dangerous goods cf category C and for goods enabling a 

large fire 
Tunnel category E: Limitations for all dangerous goods, except some  concrete formulated 

exceptions 
 
Applying this system to Dutch tunnels, yields the following 

 

Tunnel Location Category 

Roertunnel A73 Roermond A 

Schipholtunnel A4 Schiphol A 

Swalmentunnel A73 Swalmen A 

Leidsche Rijntunnel A2 Utrecht A 

Tunnel Maastricht A2 Maastricht A 

   

Beneluxtunnel A4 Vlaardingen/Hoogvliet C 

Coentunnel A10 Amsterdam C 

Drechttunnel A16 Zwijndrecht/Dordrecht C 

Kiltunnel S43 Dordrecht/’s Gravendeel C 

Noordtunnel A15 Hendrik Ido ambacht/Alblasserdam C 

Sytwendetunnel N14 Leidschendam/Voorburg C 

Thomassentunnel N15 Rotterdam/Europoort C 

Vlaketunnel A58 Kruiningen/Kapelle C 

Westerscheldetunnel N62 Terneuzen/Goes C 

Zeeburgertunnel A10 Amsterdam C 

   

Botlektunnel A15 Hoogvliet/Rozenburg D 

Heinenoordtunnel A29 Barendrecht/Oud Beijerland D 

Hubertustunnel N14 Den Haag D 

IJtunnel Amsterdam D 

Koningstunnel Den Haag D 

Maasboulevardtunnel Maastricht D 

Maastunnel Rotterdam D 

Piet Heintunnel Amsterdam D 

Velsertunnel Beverwijk/Velsen D 

   

ArenAtunnel Amsterdam E 
 

 

 

                                                           
2 Source: partly: www.rijksoverheid.nl 
 


